




Independent creative company with o�ce in Kyiv.

Outward pattern thinking is the religion of the new time 
and the unique advantage of the new world in which we live. 
We work at the intersection of design, communications, 
technology and analytics. 

We crystallize experience in these areas in creating ideas
that bring tangible results to our customers.

ABOUT US

20+ markets

15+ employees

100+ cases in portfolio



research

brandingidentity

strategyanalytics

communication



CUSTOMERS



UKRAINIAN DESIGN -  GOLD - THE VERY BEST OF

HONORABLE MENTION

SPECIAL KUDOS

BEST INNOVATION, BEST UI/UX DESIGN

WHITE SQUARE - GOLD

AWARDS





❶
Brand Research

research on markets 

and competitors

world trends

audit of the brand and the

company as it is seen 

by customers

de�ne the target audience

and its segments

positioning

❷
Brand & Marketing Strategy

26 days   →   9700 €14 days   →   3500 € 20 days   →   7900 € 30 days   →   11 900 €

marketing goals

de�nition of strategy

marketing mix (4P / 7P) 

marketing plans

budgeting

classi�cation of the target

audience, i.e. segmentation

emotions, reasons, motives

the mission

values

big idea

customer experience
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❸
Communication

❹
Identity

legend

communicative purpose

communication concept

big topics

map of key messages

content

tone of voice
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logo

logo guide

corporate stationery

identity

brandboook

BRANDING©   33 000 €   ↔   90 DAYS  





Opti is the largest regional taxi operator in Ukraine, which is
represented in 26 cities and two other countries - Poland and Lithuania.OPTI rebranding

identity

namingstrategy

logo brandbook

communication platform

















https://youtu.be/vvp5o5wuEmQ

https://youtu.be/ThUli1RKcxM

https://youtu.be/4WlHsodN3y0



The EVA - international network of health and beauty stores.

Communication campaign "Cashback is back".

The idea is "That's why!"
Cashback for everything from EVA helps you get an extra reason to listen to your 
desire and buy something just to treat yourself. Well, great, Anya! We 
understand. Cashback helps to hear your desire in EVA.

Advertising campaign "EVA is always where you are."

The purpose of the campaign is to show the omnichannel nature of the EVA 
brand.

Channels: TV commercials, YouTube, indoor video.

EVA creative

creative

advertising campaign

communication campaing





https://youtu.be/o9LxpRXCvXs

https://youtu.be/F7DO35K4Fyk



https://youtu.be/VhTTMeEVlJU



Oculty is an international brand of sunglasses, a feature of which is an open, 
brave and bold tone of voice, not limited by prejudice and rules. Brand slogan: 
Get rid of rules. The brand helps the young generation to express and break 
outdated trends, boldly says no to all luxury and makes its customers real stars. 

Identity of the Oculty brand is distinguished by its bold and bright corporate 
orange, and cute, funny and even embittered smiles express the fact that we are 
all di�erent and we are all personalities.

OCULTY new brand

identity

namingstrategy

logo brandbook

communication platform













Favbet is an international betting company operating since 1999.
FavBet a�liate network is distributed in many countries of the world -
Ukraine, Russia, Belarus, Croatia, Romania and Rwanda.

FAVBET rebranding

strategy

identity brandbook

communication platform











Sweetbook is a chain of pastry shops located in �ve-star hotels, such as:
Fairmont Grand Hotel Kyiv and Riviera House. The main task was to combine 
the disparate style of confectionery into a single visual and verbal 
communication.

One of the solutions was the change of positioning from confectionery
libraries to a network of pastry shops with stories. And the main message
of Sweetbook was "Taste of a good story".

SWEETBOOK rebranding

identity

namingstrategy

logo brandbook

communication platform













Largest manufacturer of children's clothing SUZIE in Ukraine.SUZIE rebranding

identity

strategy

logo brandbook

communication platform













Feeelings is a brand of premium socks created on the wave of the global trend 
number 1 - personalization, �rst of all, is customer-oriented. Brand philosophy 
in the importance of a small item of everyday or holiday bow is based on the 
fact that such small details can signi�cantly a�ect the mood of the client and 
his behavior. 

The slogan “We do care what you feel” - “We really care about what you feel” 
vividly expresses the main criterion of the brand - sensations. The subtlety of 
touch, emotion and the feeling of delicate material are displayed with thin free 
lines and a calm beige tint in contrast with the classic strict black.

FEEELINGS new brand

identity

namingstrategy

logo brandbook

communication platform















Mozgi Entertainment is the leading production center in Ukraine. The company 
is engaged in the production and promotion of the most successful commercial 
music throughout the country. Mozgi Entertainment's production center
is expanding, and the new branding accompanies the company's entry to the 
highest level. 

A new element of identity is an open door, symbolizing the beginning 
of a new outline of the business model of the brand. The updated logo 
is a direct personi�cation of the fact that Mozgi Entertainment is developing 
new opportunities for the company and becoming the full-scale Mozgi Group, 
which includes six key areas of the entire production in Ukraine.

MOZGI rebranding

identitylogo brandbook



























SOME more





ш у к а й   р е м о н т у й   б у д у й







+38-067-000-17-05
sales@yabloko.agency

Creative States Arsenal, 
Moskovskaya st., 8, Kyiv, Ukraine

ybrand.agency


